Measuring the Greening Level of Construction Land in Rural Communities from the Perspective of Multi-Functions Using a Green Niche Method
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Abstract

Green utilization of rural construction land (RCL) is key to implementing the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and rural revitalization both in China and other countries. However, how to systematically analyze the green utilization level of RCL is still unclear. Thus, a novel method, the green niche of construction land functions in rural communities (GNCLFRC), was proposed based on ecological niche theory to measure the greening level of the RCL. From a systematic perspective, two aspects and five dimensions were proposed for consideration when analyzing GNCLFRC. One was the green niche of elements (GNE), including the greenness of social, economic, and environmental functions. The other was the green niche of state (GNS), including coupling coordination and the development location and potential of the functional system. The Yanhe Community, as a typical case at the microscale for rural revitalization and green utilization of RCL in China, was selected for an empirical application to verify the feasibility of the proposed method. Five Worldview satellite images with resolutions of 0.5 m in 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016 and field investigation data obtained by using UAV, iRTK, and Qstar in 2018 and 2020 were used to analyze changes in the RCL and its functions in Yanhe. The two aspects and five dimensions were analyzed. The results showed that GNE in Yanhe continuously increased by 0.3057 to 0.9131 from 2008 to 2020, while GNS increased and then decreased from 2016 to 2020. However, the GNS remained between 0.8-0.9. The GNCLFRC increased yearly and remained above 0.9 for many years. The results indicate that the greening level of RCL in Yanhe is improving, which boosts its overall green development capacity and regional competitiveness. Moreover, the GNCLFRC analysis method and results can be used to guide the green utilization
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planning of RCL, green function-oriented regional zoning in rural areas, and green management of rural construction.
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**Introduction**

Compared with the rapid development of cities globally, rural decline due to urbanization has become a common problem faced by all countries worldwide [1, 2]. Rural recession, manifested in farmland loss, population decline, economic depression, and environmental degradation [3], leads to a decrease in rural development capacity and threatens rural sustainability and resilience [4]. However, it is still argued that rural areas will relocate to the development center due to emerging global issues, such as climate change, food and energy security, and biodiversity [5]. The green transformation and development of rural land are considered the fundamental strategy for reversing rural decline [6]. The European Union (EU) has launched the Rural Development Policy, including land use to respond to rural declines, such as land banking, land consolidation, and land redistribution [7]. Germany and France are typical member states in the EU that achieve land consolidation and village renewal. The Department of Rural Development and Land Reform of South Africa has also carried out a series of land reform policies to revitalize land use and achieve rural revitalization [8]. Various Asian countries, such as Japan [9], South Korea [10], Thailand [11], and Vietnam [12], have also adopted different policies and measures for rural land revitalization. In China, rural revitalization and green transformation, especially land consolidation, are important strategies for coping with global urbanization [13], enhancing rural development capacity and realizing rural sustainability. Modern rural social life relies on the sustainable construction and development of its communities to provide a basis for rural green revitalization [14, 15]. From a geographic perspective, the rural community refers to the space where rural residents carry out their daily living and productive activities. It can be geographically composed of one or more administrative villages.

As the material foundation and spatial support for rural community construction and the production and lives of rural residents [16], construction land plays a central role in the development of the rural population, resources, environment, and economy [17]. With the advancement of new urbanization in China, the demand for rural construction is increasing, which will lead to a substantial expansion of rural construction land (RCL) [18]. Therefore, the greening of the RCL is meaningful for both the green development of rural communities and China's new urbanization [3, 19]. The greening of RCL refers to a land use mode in which the fewest resources on limited land are consumed to obtain the maximum social, economic, and environmental benefits; the concept of green development guides the construction of green land use paths, aiming for harmony between humans and nature and utilizing green methods, technologies and policies as its tools. In 2021, the State Council of China issued the “Guiding Opinions on Accelerating the Establishment and Improvement of a Green, Low-Carbon and Circular Development Economic System”, which advocates for green community creation actions and a rural construction evaluation system that can improve rural construction shortcomings. Methods for measuring and evaluating the greening level of construction land in rural communities are scientifically important and worth studying since they can monitor the green and high-quality development of rural communities and support the implementation of the requirements of the State Council of China.

There have been several studies on RCL in recent years. The research topics mainly focus on the consolidation [20], gradient difference and spatial pattern evolution of the structure [3, 19] and the human-land relationship [21] of the RCL. Changes and impacts on RCL due to urban expansion have also been researched [3]. Moreover, RCL is considered an integral part of research on rural land systems [22] and urban–rural construction land systems [23]. There are also some related studies similar to RCL, such as rural settlements, rural residential land, and courtyards. These studies more often concentrated on structural change and transition [16, 24], multifunction assessment [17], expansion and evolution mechanisms [18, 25], coupling characteristics with population and rural development [26, 27], and utilization efficiency [28].

In conclusion, existing studies have analyzed the utilization mechanism of RCL from different perspectives to support the green utilization of RCL and rural revitalization. However, there are still some shortcomings. First, there is still a lack of direct research on the greening of RCL, which seriously lags behind the study of urban construction land, as cities are valued over rural areas. Moreover, compared with arable land, research on RCL has also received less attention. For example, several studies have focused on the green utilization efficiency of urban land [29], urban construction land [30], arable land [31], and the green development level of arable land [32]. Limited research on the greening of RCL makes it challenging to guarantee high-quality management for RCL [19]. Second, research on evaluation methods for the greening level of RCL has received little attention, which inhibits testing the green utilization effect of RCL. However, assessment methods for greening level can be found in other research fields, such as the green
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Material and Methods

Study Area

The Yanhe Community is a national ecological demonstration village in China, and the authors' team has participated in its planning and construction for many years. It is located in Wushan town, Xiangyang city, Hubei Province, and has a total community area of 1163.24 hm², 303 households, and 1050 residents. The planning and utilization of construction land in this community is a demonstration project based on multifunction integration, making it a typical and feasible object for researching the application of the GNCLFRC [51]. Moreover, as a national ecological community, Yanhe Community has experienced great changes in both the ecology and economy due to construction land use changes, and it has been transformed from a poor, messy community into a national ecological and economic demonstration community. The experience of the Yanhe Community can offer lessons for other similar rural communities since an increasing number of rural communities will go through a similar development path as the Yanhe Community under the background of rural revitalization both in China and other countries around the world. It is meaningful to select Yanhe Community, a typical case at the microscale for rural revitalization and green utilization of RCL, to verify the feasibility of the proposed method for measuring the greening level of construction land in rural communities. The research period of the GNCLFRC for Yanhe Community is from 2008 to 2020, a complete community planning cycle. The current situation of the built-up area in Yanhe Community is shown in Fig. 2.

Data Sources and Processing

To monitor land use changes in Yanhe Community, five Worldview satellite images were used, with resolutions of 0.5 m in 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016. Since the research scope is at a micro level and satellite data cannot meet the accuracy requirements, uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAVs) and global positioning system (GPS) tracking devices, called iRTK and Qstar, were used to obtain high-resolution images and accurate data on construction land. In addition, construction land use data of Yanhe Community in 2018...
and 2020 were obtained through field investigation by using UAV, iRTK, and Qstar. The socioeconomic data needed in this research were derived from questionnaire surveys and interviews with the village committee. The preprocessing of the five remote sensing images, e.g., image cutting, geometric correction, and image enhancement, was achieved in ERDAS 9.2. Then, the five images after preprocessing were input into eCognition 8.9 for interpretation and classification. The land in the Yanhe community was classified into construction land and nonconstruction land (including woodland, water body, arable land, garden land, and unused land). The Kappa coefficients were all higher than 0.8. Subsequently, construction land was subdivided into residential land, public management and service facility land, industrial and mining storage land, commercial land, scenic spot facility land, and parks and green land according to the data from UAV, iRTK, and Qstar, which were processed in the Agisoft PhotoScan and Hi-Net Server software.

The Process of Analyzing GNCLFRC

The process of analyzing GNCLFRC can be divided into 5 steps, as shown in Fig. 1.

Calculation of Rural Construction Land Functions

According to the Chinese national standard Current Land Use Classification (GB/T 21010-2017), construction land in rural communities can be classified into residential land, public management and service facility land, industrial and mining storage land, commercial land, transportation land, scenic spot facility land, and parks and green land. Construction land in rural communities has multifunctional properties, and different types of construction land provide different products and services. According to the different attributes of these products and services provided by construction land, its functions can be divided into social, economic, and environmental functions. Social functions are mainly provided by residential land, public management and service facility land, transportation land, and scenic spot facility land, which are collectively referred to as living construction land. Economic functions are mainly provided by industrial and mining storage land, commercial land, transportation land, and scenic spot facility land, which are collectively referred to as production construction land. Environmental functions are mainly provided by parks and green land, which is called ecological construction land.

Social Functions

The social functions of construction land in rural communities refer to the capacity of construction land to provide rural residents with carrying space, employment support, and social security, including carrying and social service functions. According to the characteristics of the social functions’ composition, the cost replacement method is used to measure the value of various social functions.
The method of calculating the social function value of construction land in rural communities is shown in Equation (1).

\[ FSO = FSO_1 + FSO_2 \]  
(1)

where \( FSO \) is the value of the social functions, \( FSO_1 \) is the value of the space carrying functions, and \( FSO_2 \) is the value of the social service functions.

The space carrying functions of construction land in rural communities are mainly manifested in the ability of residential land and transportation land to provide locations for living and transportation for rural residents. The calculation method is shown in Equation (2).

\[
\begin{align*}
FSO &= FSO_1 + FSO_2 \\
FSO_1 &= \left( P_c + P_{ct} \right) / T_1 \\
FSO_1 &= \left( P_c + P_{ct} \right) / T_2
\end{align*}
\]  
(2)

where \( FSO_i \) is the value of the space carrying functions; \( FSO_{1i} \) and \( FSO_{2i} \) are the values of the space carrying functions of residential land and transportation land, respectively; \( P_c \) is the market land price of residential land; \( P_{ct} \) is the total construction cost of the housing projects carried by residential land; \( T_1 \) is the maximum service life of residential land, 70 years according to the “Interim Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on the Assignment and Transfer of the Right to Use Urban State-owned Land”; \( P_j \) is the market price of transportation land, referring to the calculation method of \( P_j \); \( P_{jt} \) is the total construction cost of the transportation projects carried by transportation land; and \( T_2 \) is the service life of roads, which is 10 years according to the operation period of the grade III highway.

The social service functions of construction land in rural communities are manifested in the employment support, public management, public service, and leisure and entertainment functions provided by various service facilities attached to construction land. The calculation method is shown in Equation (3).

\[
\begin{align*}
FSO_1 &= FSO_{11} + FSO_{12} \\
FSO_{11} &= Q_j \times P_j \\
FSO_{12} &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( P_{ci} + P_{ct} \right) / T_i \\
FSO_{13} &= I_i
\end{align*}
\]  
(3)

where \( FSO_i \) is the value of the social service functions; \( FSO_{1i} \), \( FSO_{2i} \), and \( FSO_{3i} \) are the values of the employment support, public management and services, leisure and entertainment functions of construction land, respectively; \( Q_j \) is the employed population; \( P_c \) is the per capita wage of employees; \( P_j \) is the market land price of the \( i \)th type of construction land, referring to the calculation method of \( P_j \); \( P_{ci} \) is the construction cost of the \( i \)th type of public service facility; \( T_i \) is the service life of a public facility, taken as 50 years; and \( I_i \) is the total income from tourism in rural communities.

**Economic Functions**

The economic functions of construction land in rural communities refer to the ability to use construction land as a carrier to provide services for rural production activities and economic development. The economic functions of construction land in rural communities can be measured by the green production value.

The green production value puts the resource and environmental consumption generated in the process of rural economic development as production costs into economic accounting [54]. The calculation method is shown in Equation (4).

\[ FEC = T_{pv} - L_R - L_E \]  
(4)

where \( FEC \) is the value of the economic functions; \( T_{pv} \) is the total value of secondary and tertiary industries; \( L_R \) is the consumption value of natural resources; and \( L_E \) is the loss value of environmental pollution.

According to the main resources consumed in the development and utilization of construction land in rural communities, the consumption of water, energy, and land is selected to calculate the consumption value of natural resources. The calculation method is shown in Equation (5).

\[
\begin{align*}
L_R &= L_W + L_{\text{Ener}} + L_C \\
L_W &= Q_W \times P_W \\
L_{\text{Ener}} &= Q_{\text{Ener}} \times P_{\text{Ener}} \\
L_C &= S_c \times P_c
\end{align*}
\]  
(5)

where \( L_R \) is the consumption value of natural resources; \( L_W \) is the consumption value of water resources; \( L_{\text{Ener}} \) is the consumption value of energy resources; \( L_C \) is the consumption value of cultivated land resources; \( Q_W \) is the consumption of water resources; \( P_W \) is the unit price of water resources; \( Q_{\text{Ener}} \) is the consumption of energy resources; \( P_{\text{Ener}} \) is the unit price of energy resources; \( S_c \) is the changed area of cultivated land; and \( P_c \) is the unit price of cultivated land resources.

The loss value of environmental pollution mainly refers to the cost of pollution treatment and protection, that is, the cost of avoiding environmental pollution, including treatment and maintenance costs. The calculation method is shown in Equation (6).

\[ V = \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_i \times P_i + \sum_{j=1}^{m} M_j \]  
(6)

where \( R_i \) and \( M_j \) are the pollution and maintenance costs.
where $V$ is the loss value of environmental pollution; $R_i$ is the treatment amount of the $i$th pollutant; $P$ is the unit treatment cost of the $i$th pollutant; and $M$ is the protection cost of the $i$th pollutant.

The degree of greening of the economic functions of construction land in rural communities can be measured by the green production value index. The green production value index of rural communities should increase yearly over time. It can be expressed with a mathematical formula:

$$\begin{align*}
R_i(t+1) - R_i(t) & \geq 0 \\
R_i &= \frac{FEC}{T_{\text{PV}}} \\
\end{align*}$$

(7)

where $R_i$ is the value of the green production value index; $FEC$ is the value of green production; $T_{\text{PV}}$ is the total value of secondary and tertiary industries; and $T$ is the time variable.

**Environmental Functions**

The environmental functions of construction land in rural communities refer to the ecological service functions provided by the system, which is composed of construction land and attached organisms. It is the ecological resources and environmental supply capacity provided by the land system to maintain the survival of organisms, including the functions of environmental regulation and ecological maintenance.

Ecosystem service value (ESV) is used to measure the environmental functions of construction land in rural communities.

The method for calculating the ESV of ecological construction land was derived from the calculation model proposed by Costanza [55] and the equivalent factor proposed by Xie [56]. The calculation method is shown in Equation (8).

$$\begin{align*}
\text{ESV}_{\text{ECL}} &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i E_{ij} \\
E_{ij} &= e_i E_s \\
E_s &= \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{m_i p_i g_i}{M} \\
\end{align*}$$

(8)

where $\text{ESV}_{\text{ECL}}$ is the ESV of ecological construction land; $A_j$ is the area of land use type $j$; $E_{ij}$ is the value of the kind of ecosystem service $r$ per unit area of ecological construction land type $j$; $r$ is the kind of ecosystem service; $e_j$ is the equivalent factor of the kind of ecosystem service $r$ of ecological construction land type $j$ relative to the unit price of ecosystem services provided by the farmland ecosystem; $E_s$ is the economic value of the natural grain production of farmland per hectare; $i$ is the kind of grain crop; $m_i$ is the land use area of grain crops of category $i$; $p_i$ is the market unit price of grain crops of category $i$; $q_i$ is the annual yield per hectare of grain crops of category $i$; and $M$ is the total area of grain crops.

Living and production construction land mainly affect the ecosystem service functions of hydrological regulation [57], gas regulation, and waste purification [58], and the resulting ESV loss can be compensated only by human economic activities. According to Rao [58], the value of hydrological regulation and waste purification services is measured by the cost of rural residents’ freshwater consumption and the cost of waste treatment.

The calculation method for the service value of hydrological regulation is shown in Equation (9).

$$
\text{ESV}_\text{HR} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i \times P_i
$$

(9)

where $\text{ESV}_\text{HR}$ is the service value of hydrological regulation; $W_i$ is the water consumption from residents’ living and industrial production; and $P_i$ is the unit price for residential and industrial water.

The calculation method for the service value of waste treatment is shown in Equation (10).

$$\begin{align*}
\text{ESV}_{\text{WT-L}} &= \text{ESV}_{\text{WT-L}} + \text{ESV}_{\text{WT-P}} + \text{ESV}_{\text{WT-T}} \\
\text{ESV}_{\text{WT-L}} &= -(W_{\text{ds}} \times P_{\text{ds}} + Q_{\text{ds}} \times P_{\text{ds}}) \\
\text{ESV}_{\text{WT-P}} &= -(W_{\text{dw}} \times P_{\text{dw}} + M_{\text{w}} \times P_{\text{w}} + G_{\text{w}} \times P_{\text{w}}) \\
\text{ESV}_{\text{WT-T}} &= -\alpha \times Q_i \times P_i
\end{align*}$$

(10)

where $\text{ESV}_{\text{WT}}$ is the service value of waste treatment; $\text{ESV}_{\text{WT-L}}, \text{ESV}_{\text{WT-P}}$, and $\text{ESV}_{\text{WT-T}}$ are the costs of waste treatment from rural residents’ living, production, and transportation, respectively; $W_{\text{ds}}$ is the domestic sewage discharge; $P_{\text{ds}}$ is the unit price of domestic sewage treatment; $Q_{\text{ds}}$ is the number of households; $P_{\text{ds}}$ is the price of domestic waste treatment per household; $W_{\text{dw}}$ is the industrial sewage discharge; $P_{\text{dw}}$ is the unit price of industrial sewage treatment; $M_{\text{w}}$ is the amount of produced industrial solid waste; $P_{\text{w}}$ is the unit price of industrial solid waste treatment; $G_{\text{w}}$ is the volume of industrial exhaust emissions; $P_{\text{w}}$ is the unit price of industrial exhaust emissions treatment; $\alpha$ is the coefficient of air pollution; $Q_{\text{i}}$ is the total number of people; and $P_{\text{i}}$ is the per capita transportation cost.

**Dimensions and Factors of GNCLFRC**

The construction land functions in rural communities represent a complex coupling system. The system is composed of the elements of social functions, economic functions, and environmental functions, and each function is affected by many factors. The development of a system is determined by its constituent elements, structural relations, and driving potential (responding to the external environment). GNCLFRC reflects the development status of the system of construction land functions and is affected by the development status
of each subsystem, the coupling relationship between subsystems and elements, the gap between each element and the ideal state, and the resulting internal driving force for the further development of the system.

In conclusion, the GNCLFRC is jointly determined by five dimensions: the greenness of social functions (GFSo), the greenness of economic functions (GFec), the greenness of environmental functions (GFen), coupling coordination (CC) and the development location and potential (DLP) of functions. GFSo, GFec, and GFen reflect the greening level of the components of the system of construction land functions, and they are collectively called the green niche of elements (GNE). CC reflects the structural relationship among elements in the system, and DLP reflects the driving source and development potential of the system. CC and DLP are collectively called the green niche of state (GNS).

The elements and factors of the GNCLFRC based on the five dimensions are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The greenness of social functions</td>
<td>The value of the social functions of living construction land (A1)</td>
<td>The value of carrying space functions (A11)</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The value of social service functions (A12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem service value of living construction land (A21)</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emergy sustainability index of living construction land (A22)</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greenness of economic functions</td>
<td>The value of the economic functions of production construction land (B1)</td>
<td>Per capita net income of residents (B11)</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The proportion of the added value of secondary and tertiary industries in the GDP (B12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greenness of environmental functions</td>
<td>The value of environmental functions of ecological construction land (C1)</td>
<td>Ecosystem service value of ecological construction land (C11)</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling coordination among functions</td>
<td>Coupling coordination between social and economic functions (D1)</td>
<td>Coupling degree between social and economic functions (D11)</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination degree between social and economic functions (D12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coupling coordination degree between social and economic functions (D13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coupling coordination between social and environmental functions (D2)</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination degree between social and environmental functions (D21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination degree between social and environmental functions (D22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coupling coordination degree between social and environmental functions (D23)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coupling coordination between economic and environmental functions (D3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coupling degree between economic and environmental functions (D31)</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination degree between economic and environmental functions (D32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Coupling coordination degree between economic and environmental functions (D33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The development location and potential</td>
<td>System self-driven development (E1)</td>
<td>The development location (E11)</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The development potential (E12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The method for calculating the development potential of the system of construction land functions in rural communities is shown in Equations (17) and (18).

\[ P_j = \sqrt[n]{P_{ij}} \quad (17) \]

\[ P_y = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(a_i - x_j)}{a_y}, & \text{when } x_j \text{ has a positive effect} \\
\frac{(x_j - a_i)}{x_y}, & \text{when } x_j \text{ has a negative effect} 
\end{cases} \quad (18) \]

where \( P_j \) is the development potential of the system of construction land functions at time point \( j \); \( P_{ij} \) is the development potential of the system's component elements \( i \) at time point \( j \); \( n \) is the number of state variables; \( i \) and \( j \) are state and time variables, respectively; \( x_j \) is the absolute value of factor \( i \) at time point \( j \); and \( a_y \) is the ideal value of factor \( i \) at time point \( j \).

The Calculation Method of GNCLFRC

The function of construction land in rural communities is a multivariable system, and there are several stable states in its evolution. Changes in elements will induce changes in the system state. A slight difference in the change path of elements in the critical state will lead to different directions of system evolution. These features are consistent with the application characteristics of catastrophe theory [65]. The entropy method is an effective way to capture objective weight, and the importance of the factors of GNCLFRC can be ranked according to this weight. Therefore, the entropy-catastrophe method was chosen to calculate the GNCLFRC. The method is as follows:

Step 1: Construct a hierarchical structure of the factors of GNCLFRC. The factors of GNCLFRC are shown in Table 1. Each element contains no more than 4 factors. The initial value of the factors should be collected.

Step 2: Construct dimensionless processing of the factors of GNCLFRC. Unify the dimension of the original data of the factors so that their value range is \([0, 1]\).

Step 3: Rank the importance of the factors of GNCLFRC. The entropy method [45] is used to calculate the weight of the factors after dimensionless processing and rank the importance of the factors according to their weight.

Step 4: Identify the catastrophe types of the elements of GNCLFRC according to the number of factors contained in each element [66].

Results and Discussion

Changes in Construction Land Area

Land use classification and changes in Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 were obtained by remote sensing interpretation, iRTK and Qstar field measurements, and UAV aerial photography, which are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2.
According to Table 2, the increase in various construction lands in Yanhe Community promotes the improvement of social, economic, and environmental functions and enhances the green niche of elements in the functional system of construction land. In terms of construction land, transportation land, scenic spot facility land, parks and green land, and commercial land increased by 11.43 hm$^2$, 3.51 hm$^2$, 1.67 hm$^2$, and 1.62 hm$^2$, respectively, which significantly improved the social, economic, and environmental functions of Yanhe Community and the green niche of various elements of the construction land function system.

### Changes in Construction Land Functions

#### Social Functions

According to Equations (1)-(3), the social function value of construction land in Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 was calculated. The results are shown in Table 3.

According to Table 3, the social function value of construction land in Yanhe Community increases yearly, which promotes improvement in the green niche of the social functions. The ranking of various construction land functions indicates that the social functions of construction land in Yanhe Community are mainly used for recreation, transportation and residential carrying.

#### Economic Functions

According to Equations (4)-(7), the economic function value of construction land in Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 is calculated, and the results are shown in Table 4.

According to Table 4, the economic function of the construction land in Yanhe Community has gradually shifted toward greening, which has improved the green niche of the economic function. The green production value index of Yanhe Community is high and remains above 0.9, although it first decreased and then increased, indicating that the cost of resources and the environment of Yanhe Community first increased and then decreased. The economic function was transformed to green, and the green niche of the economic function was improved.

### Table 2. The area of various construction lands in Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 (hm$^2$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential land</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public management and service facility land</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial and mining storage land</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial land</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation land</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>13.12</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>18.55</td>
<td>18.73</td>
<td>19.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenic spot facility land</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks and green land</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19.83</td>
<td>22.28</td>
<td>25.06</td>
<td>29.60</td>
<td>32.36</td>
<td>36.34</td>
<td>38.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. The social function values of construction land in Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 (10$^9$ CNY).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The space carrying functions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space carrying functions of residential land</td>
<td>227.03</td>
<td>237.01</td>
<td>246.98</td>
<td>249.31</td>
<td>250.51</td>
<td>250.51</td>
<td>250.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space carrying functions of transportation land</td>
<td>2154.30</td>
<td>2729.64</td>
<td>3384.96</td>
<td>4099.62</td>
<td>4785.90</td>
<td>4832.34</td>
<td>5103.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>2381.33</td>
<td>2966.65</td>
<td>3631.94</td>
<td>4348.93</td>
<td>5036.41</td>
<td>5082.85</td>
<td>5353.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The social service functions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment support functions</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>51.00</td>
<td>116.00</td>
<td>342.00</td>
<td>346.00</td>
<td>391.70</td>
<td>515.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public management and services functions</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure and entertainment functions</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>3051.51</td>
<td>4054.61</td>
<td>5119.76</td>
<td>5846.55</td>
<td>6350.55</td>
<td>8396.77</td>
<td>10520.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5432.84</td>
<td>7021.27</td>
<td>8751.70</td>
<td>10195.48</td>
<td>11386.96</td>
<td>13479.63</td>
<td>15873.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to Equations (8)-(10), the environmental function values of construction land in Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 are calculated, and the results are shown in Table 5.

According to Table 5, the ESV of the ecological construction land in Yanhe Community increased, and the green niche of the environmental function was improved. The ESV of ecological construction land increased by 91600 CNY, while the ESV of other construction land decreased by 183400 CNY, resulting in the total ESV of construction land decreasing by 91800 CNY. Moreover, the improvement to the ecological environment from parks and green land could not compensate for the damage by other construction land.

### Coupling Coordination of Construction Land Functions

According to Equations (12)-(14), the coupling coordination changes in the social, economic, and environmental functions of construction land in the Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 were calculated and analyzed, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows that the degree of coupling coordination among the social, economic, and environmental functions of construction land in Yanhe Community has been increasing yearly, and their mutual promotion has strengthened, which helps to improve the GNCLFRC. The coupling degree between the social and economic functions of construction land in Yanhe Village was higher than 0.9, indicating that social and economic functions were highly correlated and had long influenced each other. The coupling degrees between social and environmental functions, economic and environmental functions, and among social, economic, and environmental functions gradually increased, which implies that the mutual influence of social, economic, and environmental functions was enhanced. The coordination degree among social, economic, and environmental functions increased yearly, which suggests that benign coupling among the three was increasing.

### Development Location and Potential of Construction Land Functions

According to Equations (15)-(18), the development location and potential of the system of construction land functions in Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 were calculated and analyzed, and the results are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5a) shows that the comprehensive development location of the system of construction land functions in Yanhe Community gradually increased, which promoted the improvement of the GNCLFRC. The development location of the system of construction land functions in Yanhe Community increased from 0.4248 to 0.7570, indicating that the development level of the system gradually increased, and the contribution of construction land functions to the green development system of Yanhe Community became increasingly prominent. From a multifunctional perspective, the development location for the social functions of construction land in Yanhe Community was higher than that for the economic and environmental functions, which suggests that social functions had a greater driving effect on the system of construction land functions, and the rapid development of the system can be promoted by greatly improving the green niche of social functions.

Fig. 5b) shows that the comprehensive development potential of the system of construction land functions in Yanhe Community gradually decreased, and the
development potential was reduced. The development potential of the social, economic, and environmental functions of Yanhe Community also decreased, which signals that the gap between the current functions and the ideal value narrowed.

Fig. 5. Changes in the development location and potential of the system of construction land functions of Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020.
Green Niche for Construction Land Functions

According to the proposed GNCLFRC calculation method, the changes in the green niche of construction land functions in Yanhe Community from 2008 to 2020 can be comprehensively analyzed, and the results are shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6a) shows that each dimension saw the strengthening of its promoting effect on the green niche of construction land functions in the Yanhe Community. The greenness of social functions, economic functions, and environmental functions, coupling coordination and the development location and potential in Yanhe Community were enhanced, and the comprehensive green niche of the construction land functions was improved. In the five dimensions, the greenness of the environmental functions increased significantly, which indicates that the ecosystem service functions of the ecological construction land in Yanhe Community were enhanced.

Fig. 6b) shows that the green niche of elements of the system of construction land functions in Yanhe Community increased yearly. The green niche of elements was comprehensively influenced by the greenness of social functions, economic functions, and environmental functions; although its change trend was not the same as these, it was increasing overall. The three types of functions of construction land in Yanhe Community had a dynamic influence on the green niche of the system. From 2008 to 2012, social functions played a decisive role in the green development of the system of construction land functions, while environmental functions dominated from 2012-2020.

Fig. 6c) shows that the green niche of the state of the construction land function system in Yanhe Community remains at a high level but fluctuates. The green niche of state was maintained between 0.8-0.9 for a long time, but it began decreasing in 2016. The green niche of state was comprehensively affected by coupling coordination and the development location and potential. From 2008 to 2016, the development location and potential contributed more to the green development of the system of construction land functions than coupling coordination, while the opposite was true from 2016 to 2020.

Fig. 6d) shows that the green niche of construction land functions in Yanhe Community increased yearly and remained at a high level. The green niche
remained above 0.9 for many years, which suggests that the greenness of construction land in Yanhe Community was high. The green niche of construction land functions was comprehensively influenced by the green niches of elements and state. From 2008 to 2012, the green niche of the state contributed more to the green development of the system of construction land functions in the Yanhe Community, while the opposite was true from 2012 to 2020.

Discussion on The Theoretical Method of GNCLFRC

Ecological niche theory has been considered an important conceptual and technical method to systematically assess land use changes and analyze the complex ecological and social problems caused by them [46, 61]. However, the application of ecological niche theory to rural studies is insufficient [67]. In previous studies, the application of ecological niche theory in land science has mainly focused on niche change and the driving force of a single land use type [61], niche competition among various land use types [46], land structure optimization and land suitability evaluation based on niches [24, 68] in districts, cities, and regions. It is not common to analyze the greening level of construction land and the green development competitiveness of different rural communities based on ecological niches. To fill this gap, the theory of GNCLFRC, including the concept, composition, function model, and calculation method, was proposed from the perspective of a multifunctional system referring to ecological niche theory. Various findings on the key points in constructing the theory of GNCLFRC were yielded after applying it to empirical research.

First, the classification and measurement of construction land functions are the basis for analyzing the GNCLFRC. Functions are the direct result of the green utilization of construction land. By analyzing the social, economic, and environmental functions in the system of construction land functions in rural communities, the greening level of each element and the coupling coordination relationship among them can be obtained. With high function values and good coupling coordination, the greening level of construction land is high.

Second, an analysis of the driving factors is critical to the construction of the GNCLFRC. The change in the green niche of the system of construction land functions has three causes: change in the elements that make up the system, change in the coupling relationship among the elements, and change in the development potential of the system caused by impacts from the external environment. The driving factors of the GNCLFRC can be analyzed from five dimensions, including the greenness of social functions, economic functions, and environmental functions, coupling coordination and the development location and potential of functions.

Finally, the entropy-catastrophe method is effective in calculating GNCLFRC. Because GNCLFRC is a complex multiobjective system, the available analysis methods include the comprehensive index method [69], technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) [70], data envelopment analysis (DEA) [71], fuzzy matter-element [72], catastrophe theory [66], etc. Different analysis methods have their advantages and disadvantages, but a comparison shows that catastrophe theory is more suitable for the calculation of GNCLFRC; however, the objectivity of factor importance should be ensured. In this paper, the entropy method is used to calculate the weight of each factor, and then the factors are sorted by importance according to their weight. Combining the entropy method with catastrophe theory can effectively address its defects.

Conclusions

In this paper, a novel research approach for measuring the greening level of construction land in rural communities was proposed from the perspective of functions based on green niches. The Yanhe Community was chosen to verify the proposed method. The following conclusions can be drawn.

(1) GNCLFRC is an effective method to evaluate the green utilization of RCL. Construction land functions are intuitive expressions of human-land relationships. Assessment of the greenness of RCL function systems is an important way to clarify the relationship and the situation of land utilization. The research method for GNCLFRC can be used to quantitatively identify the greening level of construction land functions and the regional competitiveness of the green development of rural communities, thereby providing a new method for the formulation and implementation of green use planning for construction land and the improvement of the green management level of rural construction.

(2) The applicability of GNCLFRC was proven by an empirical illustration. The greenness of social, economic, and environmental functions, their coupling coordination and the development location and potential in Yanhe Community were effectively analyzed according to the proposed method. The results show that the yearly increase in GFSO, GFEC, GFEN, CC, and development location promoted the improvement of the green niche in Yanhe Community, which enhanced the greening level of construction land and green development competitiveness.

According to the conclusions, the research results of GNCLFRC have the following application prospects.

(1) The GNCLFRC analysis results can be used to identify and diagnose the constraints and bottlenecks affecting the greening level and propose optimization measures for green utilization.

(2) The GNCLFRC can provide a method for quantifying and comparing the competitiveness of green
development in various rural communities. The green development competitiveness of rural communities is an important reference index to attract external resources such as population, material, capital, and information. Rural communities with strong green development competitiveness can obtain more external resources and have greater development potential. GNCLFRC can be used to compare the green development competitiveness of different rural communities, and it reflects the location of communities in the regional green development system. The higher the green niche is, the stronger their green development competitiveness.

(3) The GNCLFRC can provide a basis for decision-making and a source of guidance for promoting rural revitalization and green development. The Chinese government clearly stated that rural revitalization should be promoted in a customized and orderly manner based on rural communities’ development status and needs in the Strategic Plan for Rural Revitalization (2018-2022). GNCLFRC analysis can be used to quantify the social, economic, and environmental functions of construction land and the green niche level, identify the leading functions and greening level of construction land in different communities, and carry out the classification and regional zoning of rural communities according to the leading functions and the green niche level. The GNCLFRC research method is suitable for the analysis of the greening of RCL during the period of green transformation development. However, empirical research on the application of the GNCLFRC was performed in only one rural community in this research. Research on its application at the multicommunity scale should be conducted in the future. Moreover, the method for determining the ideal threshold of GNCLFRC factors and the correlation of the green niche of construction land functions between urban systems and connected rural systems will also be the focus of subsequent research.
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